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Sally’s 
WELCOME

H
appy new financial year everyone! 

We have experienced a particularly 

exciting start to the period, with the 

National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) 

officially rolling out for adults living in 

Adelaide’s northern suburbs from July 1. 

This means some 360 people from the 

Bedford family across many sites and 

programs are transitioning into the scheme. 

Remember, you transition to the NDIS based 

on where you work, not where you live or 

access community programs. 

You’ll notice this edition of Changing Lives 

has a northern focus – we hear from some 

of our team at Elizabeth and Gepps Cross 

and take a look at the fantastic work APG 

North has accomplished in the community. 

You will also find some tips for NDIS 

pre-planning and hear from a NSW mother 

whose son transitioned into the scheme last 

year, with help from Bedford.

Now that we are an active NDIS provider we 

have introduced our team of Bedford NDIS 

Partners… a knowledgeable and friendly team 

of support staff who can assist you every step 

of the way throughout your NDIS journey. 

We have also welcomed new executive 

member Tristan Dunn as Chief Customer 

Experience Officer. Tristan brings a wealth 

of knowledge to Bedford, with 14 years’ 

experience in executive roles within the 

disability industry. Welcoming Tristan to our 

team will help us invest equal attention to 

driving our day-to-day operations, looking 

after our valuable commercial customers 

and helping our people and families 

transition into the NDIS. 

As expected, the NDIS has kept our entire 

team extremely busy and we are already 

gearing up for October 1, when those living 

in Mount Gambier, Millicent and Tea Tree 

Gully enter the scheme. We expect the 

coming months will be an era of great 

growth and evolution for Bedford as we 

implement new services and continually 

work to improve our offering under the NDIS. 

The NDIS transition certainly hasn’t slowed 

down our business divisions, who are 

celebrating success at the end of the 

financial year. The Bedford Furniture team 

has just finished another successful Bunnings 

Roadshow across Australia and New Zealand, 

where they introduced new products and a 

refreshed branding strategy. Our hospitality 

services expanded with a café opening at 

Elizabeth and our packaging team welcomed 

new customers and larger contracts while 

also reconfiguring machinery and layout to 

increase productivity and training 

opportunities for our people.

Of course, all of this would not be possible 

without the support of our ever-growing 

community and our hard-working team 

members. I look forward to seeing what  

we will accomplish together during the 

remainder of 2017.

Warm regards, 
Sally Powell  
Chief Executive
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Bedford LOVES…

Learning tricks of  
the coffee trade 
Five of our hospitality employees 

refined their coffee making and  

latte art skills at an Australian  

Coffee Academy workshop in  

June. A big thanks to Academy 

director Brian and trainers Feify  

and Rhys for donating your time, 

expertise and facilities! 

Bedford kicking goals  
with local footy team 

Bedford is excited to be sponsoring 

the Goodwood Saints C7 team  

this year. Great to see our talented 

footballers Rhys, Toby, David, Michael 

and Reno flying the Bedford flag.  

The boys got off to a great start,  

with a handful of wins on the board. 

Good luck for the rest of the season! 

Workability International 
photo competition 
Bedford was recently named the 

2017 Workability International photo 

competition winner! Photographer 

Michael Mullan snapped our winning 

entry, featuring Michael Todd from 

APG. What an amazing shot!

New café at Elizabeth 
It’s been an exciting few months at 

Elizabeth, with the new café officially 

opening in May. The café is fully 

equipped to serve hot food, drinks 

and an array of healthy lunch options 

and has been a hit among the team. 

We’re excited to extend our 

hospitality services and training to 

more sites and offer new areas of 

skill growth for our team! 

Bedford Furniture on  
Better Homes & Gardens 
Did you catch our Bedford Furniture 

products on Better Homes & 

Gardens in June? Presenter Tara 

gave a tired rumpus room a warm 

and cosy makeover using a few of 

our shelf units (available from 

Bunnings stores nationally), showing 

just how versatile our products are.
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NDIS: Frequently  
ASKED QUESTIONS 
What is the difference between a Local Area 
Coordinator and a Support Coordinator?

Local Area Coordinators (LACs) are community 
organisations contracted by the NDIA to assist 
participants to access the NDIS. Across the country, 
LACs will be responsible for developing approximately 
70 per cent of NDIS plans. This means that a large 
number of people will be contacted by LACs as 
opposed to planners employed by the NDIA.

Queensland-based organisation Feros Care has been 
contracted to deliver LAC supports in northern Adelaide. 
Saint Vincent de Paul Society and Uniting are 
contracted in Western Sydney. If you live in these areas, 
be prepared to receive a call from either an NDIA 
planner or one of the above companies. 

Support Coordinators assist participants to put their 
NDIS plan into action. They will help manage NDIS 
funded supports and are expected to help you reduce 
some of the complexity in your life. If you think you 
need support coordination, you’ll need to ask for this in 
your planning conversation. 

When can I expect a call from a planner or LAC  
and what do I do when they contact me?

You can expect a call anywhere between a few weeks 
or a couple of months before you are due to transition 
into the NDIS.

If they are calling you for a planning conversation you 
have the right to ask to have a call back at a time that is 
good for you. Ensure that you have your pre-planning 
workbook with you and you have filled it out as best you 
can. Be clear about the supports that you currently 
receive and what you want to receive under the NDIS. 
Remember, you can have a Bedford NDIS Partner with 
you for your planning meeting. Just call 1300 BEDFORD 
to arrange a time.

What if I remember something AFTER my planning 
conversation that I forgot to mention?

It is important to be prepared BEFORE your planning 
conversation so you don’t forget anything, however at 
the very least you should have your planner’s name and 
an email address for any additional documents or 
information you want to send later.

How long after my planning conversation  
will I receive my final plan?

This varies between two days and one month,  

but you can ask your planner about the current 

timeframes they are experiencing. 

Will I be able to review the plan before it is finalised?

This is unlikely. Your planner or LAC will call to let you 

know when your plan is complete and go through your 

funding package over the phone before sending it to you. 

Does it matter if I don’t have a computer or email?

If you do not use a computer or email, then please 

advise your planner or LAC. They can then ensure  

your plan is posted to you.

If you are “email ready”, then your plan information will 

be sent to you electronically. Your planner will give you 

instructions on how to access the NDIS portal to find 

and manage your funding online. You will have to 

register for a mygov account first, through which you 

can also manage your Medicare, ATO and Centrelink 

accounts. You and your family can also use a computer 

at any Bedford site if you wish.

Once I have my plan, how long do I have to make  
a decision about who will provide my supports/select 
providers while still receiving my current supports?

Any funding you have with the State Government stops 

on the same day your plan starts, so it’s important you 

advise your service providers, like Bedford, as soon as 

you receive your plan.

If you wish to continue your current supports  

(or purchase additional supports) your service  

provider will ask you to complete a Service Agreement. 

Alternatively, if you wish to alter or cancel services,  

then your service provider will help you to do this.

For the full list of NDIS FAQs, visit www.ndis.gov.au

Are you NDIS ready? Call us on 1300 BEDFORD  
to speak with one of our dedicated NDIS support  
staff today.

Our NDIS experts answer some of your frequently asked questions.
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A
t Bedford, we are committed to helping people 

with disability and their families navigate the NDIS. 

Over the past few months we have focused on 

redeveloping and growing our services ready for the 

NDIS rollout for adults in South Australia. Our dedicated 

team of NDIS experts and support staff have drawn  

on our experiences in New South Wales, where over  

25 participants at our Silverwater site have transitioned 

into the scheme.

Through this experience we’ve learnt some valuable 

lessons and identified some key points all families  

should consider during their NDIS transition.

Be thorough when thinking about the supports you 

provide to your loved one.

Consider all the things you and your family does for your 

loved one, no matter how big or small. This could include 

assistance to get to and from social gatherings, assisting 

them to get dressed in the morning or helping them to 

pay bills. Remember – this isn’t a ten-minute process. 

Putting in the time now will mean you’re more likely to 

receive your desired plan.

Don’t forget to list all the support and help you provide 

that would not be needed if your loved one didn’t have 

a disability. You may think these are simply part of your 

role as ‘mum’, ‘dad’ or ‘grandparent’ for example, but it 

is still support under the NDIS. You can now get funded 

help to build your loved one’s capacity and give you 

more free time.

Consider long-term and short-term goals.

When you discuss goals with your loved one, it’s 

important you’re mindful of both short and long-term 

goals. For example, if your loved one would like to move  

out of home but lacks the independence to do so, you  

may like to think about some of the things that could  

be done in the short term to make this goal achievable 

later in life.

Think about whether you would like to access  

support coordination.

One of the most important supports which is becoming 

available to participants and their families is support 

coordination. Support coordination will help you 

understand the NDIS process, including how to access 

the online portal, how to book services and review goals. 

If you would like to be more involved in managing your 

supports, but need one-on-one assistance to help you 

understand the process, you may wish to ask your NDIS 

planner for support coordination.

Once you have a plan, you need to let your  

service providers know.

Any funding you have with the State or Federal 

Government stops on the same day your plan starts,  

so it’s important you advise your service providers, like 

Bedford, as soon as you receive your plan. If you wish to 

continue your current supports (or purchase additional 

supports) your service provider will ask you to complete  

a Service Agreement. Alternatively, if you would like to  

alter or cancel services, then your service provider will 

help you to do this.

You can review your plan if you’re unhappy  

with it – but it’s not ideal.

If you are unhappy with your NDIS plan, or it doesn’t 

meet your needs, Bedford can work with you and the 

NDIA to resolve the issue. However, the better prepared 

you are before your planning meeting, the more likely 

you are to receive your desired plan.

Top tips  
for NDIS 
PLANNING
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T
o ensure you have choice and control over your NDIS 

plan, there is flexibility when it comes to choosing 

how to spend your funds and live the life you want.

Funding in your NDIS Plan will be broken down into  

three support purposes:

• Core

• Capital 

• Capacity Building

You will receive reasonable and necessary funding under 

each budget depending on your support needs.

Core Supports
Funding for Core Supports is provided as a single  

lump sum which can be used flexibly across the 

following four support categories:

• Assistance with Daily Life

• Assistance with Social, Community & Civic Participation 

• Consumables 

• Transport 

Bedford can offer supports that assist you with daily  

life as well as social, community and civic participation. 

Currently, we only provide transport and consumables 

support for particular programs, sites or circumstances. 

We can look at your needs and make recommendations 

about accessing these supports and guidance about 

what can be funded in an NDIS plan. 

Capital Supports
Capital Support has two support categories: 

• Assistive Technology – includes items for mobility, 

personal care, communication and recreational 

inclusion such as wheelchairs, pressure mattresses  

and standing frames. 

• Home Modifications – the funds in this budget  

are not flexible and can only be used for what they  

were allocated for, such as personal care equipment,  

a rail in the bathroom or a wheelchair.

The funds in this budget are not flexible and can  
only be used for what they were allocated for.

Bedford is not registered to provide this support directly 
but can provide advice through support coordination 
and recommend partner programs. Our recommended 

Accommodation Support partner is Unity Housing. 

Capacity Building Supports
Capacity Building (CB) funding is allocated across nine 
support categories with each category being aligned to 
your goals. These supports enable you to build 

independence and skills.

The support categories include:

• Coordination of Supports

• Improved Living Arrangements

• Increased Social and Community Participation

• Finding and Keeping a Job

• Improved Relationships

• Improved Health and Wellbeing

• Improved Daily Life Skills

• Improved Life Choices

• Improved Learning 

Funding can be used flexibly to purchase any approved 
individual support that falls within the chosen category. 
However, you can’t combine funding across multiple 
categories. This is because each support category will 
align with a specific goal. 

For example, if you had a total budget for Capacity 
Building of $2,500 made up of $1,000 for Improved 
Relationships and $1,500 for Improved Learning, you 
can’t combine your funds to spend the total budget of 
$2,500 on Improved Learning.

Bedford can offer support across the CB categories 
through our range of tailored training, skills development, 

employment and community access services. 

Call us on 1300 BEDFORD to speak with one of our 

dedicated NDIS support staff today, or visit the NDIS 

website for more information. 

Choice and  
CONTROL
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O
ur community access, or Day Options, 

members actively participate in a 

variety of community-based 

recreational and developmental activities 

designed to meet individual needs, build social 

skills and encourage greater independence. 

So what will community access services look 

like under the National Disability Insurance 

Scheme (NDIS)?

How will community access services change?

The introduction of the NDIS will result in 

significant changes to the way community 

access services operate. Under the NDIS, 

participants will be encouraged to access 

services that increase their social and 

community participation. 

Providers such as Bedford will focus  

on increasing the amount of time that 

participants spend out and about in the 

community and ensuring that participation 

occurs in a safe and meaningful way.

What NDIS category is community access in?

If you have funding for the Core Support 

‘Assistance with Social and Community 

Participation’, you can allocate funding to a  

range of services such as Bedford Day Options. 

How do I purchase community access  

services under the NDIS?

When you enter the NDIS you will receive  

a personal budget. You can use this budget to 

purchase a full Day Options service or flexible 

packages of community, recreational and 

developmental activities from Bedford. After  

you have received your NDIS Plan you will meet 

with someone from Bedford to discuss your goals 

and needs and enter into a Service Agreement. 

Your Service Agreement will set out what  

supports Bedford will deliver to you, when  

they will be delivered, how much they will  

cost and how they will be paid for.

In partnership with Unity Housing, Bedford  

can provide the support to access and live 

independently in community-based 

accommodation. Through a combination of  

Unity Housing and Bedford supports, we can  

help you develop household skills, find an 

independent living opportunity, build life skills 

such as budgeting and meal planning and more. 

Assistance with Daily Life is the Core Support 

category which allows you to allocate funds to 

residential services.

Even if you aren’t ready to move out for some 

time, Bedford can work with you now to build 

your skills and confidence for when the time  

to have your own home comes.

Community  
access and  
Residential  
services  
UNDER  
THE NDIS
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Changing lives 
IN NSW

“When it comes to 

giving support to 

you own child, 

you just do it, it’s 

natural. You don’t 

actually think 

about it until you 

need to write it 

out,” she says. “It’s as if you’re handing over the 

manual. If anything happens to the parents, 

somebody needs to know what’s going on.” 

“From my planning early on, I had already  

worked out all the figures for what Darren 

needed at my end and emailed them to the 

people handling the review. After a while,  

we did end up with enough funding.”

Carlene encourages any parents who go  

down the review path to be persistent. 

“While it does take some time, try not to give  

up on the process. It’s worth it and they ended  

up giving us a little more.”

Despite some initial teething problems, Carlene  

is optimistic about the NDIS and says Darren  

has access to more activities than before. 

“It was all a pretty big learning curve and it still  

is at times,” she says. 

“On top of his Core Supports, Darren has two 

hours a week for shopping, going to the movies 

or any social program he wishes to do with a  

care worker since his new plan was approved.”

“He also attended a camp in July which he was 

really exciting about. These are just a couple of 

positive extras that are a huge help to us and will 

be very beneficial to Darren for improving his 

social skills in the community.”

B
edford is committed to helping people  

with disability and their families navigate 

the NDIS and we are genuinely excited 

about the opportunity it presents. Our dedicated 

team of NDIS Partners and support staff have 

drawn on our experiences in New South Wales, 

where over 25 participants at our Silverwater site 

have transitioned into the scheme.

Darren has worked part-time at Silverwater for over 

three years and transitioned into the NDIS last year. 

“For Darren, it was about maintaining what he was 

already doing, like working at Bedford and other 

activities like ten pin bowling – I didn’t see why any 

of that should stop,” Darren’s mum, Carlene says. 

“I found Bedford really helpful, especially speaking 

to (Bedford Psychologist and Disability Advisor) 

Joanne. We started attending meetings with Bedford 

staff about eight months before our rollout.” 

While Carlene felt positive about Darren’s initial 

meeting with the National Disability Insurance 

Agency (NDIA), his plan didn’t include  

all the funding she’d hoped for. 

“I thought the meeting went quite well at the time, 

however the plan wasn’t exactly what we had in 

mind,” she says. “There was enough funding for 

him to work at Bedford, but there wasn’t enough 

money for other things, like respite which he goes 

to about four or five times a year.”

“I wanted to keep that up because in years to  

come, if I’m not around at least he would have 

somewhere to go.”

Carlene made the decision to review Darren’s plan, 

and says taking the time to create a detailed list  

of Darren’s pre-NDIS supports contributed to  

a successful review process. 
9



Changing lives 
IN ADELAIDE’S 

NORTH
Over the years, Bedford has developed a strong presence 

in Adelaide’s northern suburbs. We employ over 350 people 
with disability across packaging, landscaping and horticulture, 

manufacturing and hospitality at our Pooraka, Elizabeth,  
Gepps Cross and Edinburgh sites.
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O
ur Adelaide Property Gardens (APG) team  

is behind many landscaping, urban 

development and grounds maintenance 

projects in Adelaide’s northern community, so there’s a 

good chance you’ve passed by some of our work.

APG North have completed a handful of high quality, 

large-scale landscaping projects. Their work at Playford 

Alive earned them a Master Landscapers award for 

“Commercial Landscape over $500k” last year. Take  

a look at the incredible before and after photos! 

More recently, the team completed a premium reserve 

at Lightsview Estate in Northgate. The huge project 

includes a bocce green, rolling hills and a sandstone 

feature wall. You may also recognise some of the 

streetscapes APG installed within the Lend Lease 

development at Blakes Crossing. 

In addition to major landscaping projects, APG North also 

carry out a range of maintenance works. These include 

verge mowing for half of the City of Sailsbury and all the 

City of Tea Tree Gully, maintenance at Technology Park at 

Mawson Lakes for Renewal SA and maintenance at Linear 

Park. Further north, APG currently maintain Springwood 

Reserve as well as Springwood Estate in Gawler and look 

after major TAFE campuses such as Regency Park, 

Parafield and Salisbury.

These are just some of the projects attributed to the 

hard-working team. Be sure to keep an eye out for  

them next time you’re in those areas! 

APG continues to provide ongoing training to all 

employees to ensure high safety standards are met  

and personal interests are catered for. We are proud 

of the real, tangible skills our APG team develop and 

build upon every day.
11



H
elping change the lives  

of people with disability  

is all in a day’s work for 

employee services officer and  

NDIS Partner, Jayne.

Based at our Elizabeth site, Jayne  

has worked at Bedford for over three 

years and says each day is different.

“My role at Bedford is pretty versatile,” 

Jayne says. 

“In my role I offer support relating to 

specific disabilities including autism, 

intellectual disabilities and Down 

syndrome as well as mental health.”

“I’m in contact with parents and 

caregivers, organise referrals to 

external organisations if needed  

and deal with workplace issues –  

it’s a real mixed bag.”

The positive and friendly environment 

is one of the many reasons Jayne 

enjoys coming to work every day. 

“It’s a nice atmosphere to work in and I 

enjoy interacting with the employees.” 

“It’s great to see employees grow 

their skills at work and become 

more confident in themselves. I like 

that I can contribute to changing 

lives every day.”

Through on-the-job experience and 

internal training courses, Jayne has 

also had the opportunities to grow 

her own skills at Bedford.

“I started out as a leading hand and 

then moved to multiple supervisor 

roles in packaging,” she says.

“I’ve been given the opportunity  

to build my career through  

Bedford and I’m now enjoying  

the employee services officer  

and NDIS Partner roles.”

Jayne says Bedford’s presence  

in the north offers locals a variety  

of different job opportunities. 

“I think it’s really convenient that 

Bedford has locations out north,” 

she says.

“It’s great that we can offer 

employment and training 

opportunities to people close  

to where they live.” 

“I really feel Bedford is leading  

the way with support to gain  

and keep employment.”

With the NDIS rollout for adults in 

Adelaide’s northern suburbs in full 

swing, Jayne says it’s an exciting 

time for people with disability and 

their families. 

“I think the NDIS is exciting as it will 

be providing much needed support 

for people with disability, their 

families and carers,” she says. 

“I believe it will improve outcomes in 

life, build skills, provide better services 

from doctors, teachers, public 

housing and any other care systems.”

“It will be a massive stepping stone 

for people with a disability and  

will allow them to participate  

more in the community.” 

Meet JAYNE

It’s great to see employees grow 
their skills at work and become  
more confident in themselves.  
I like that I can contribute to 
changing lives every day.
JAYNE
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“I’m pretty happy with the work I’m 

doing now. I see a lot of things 

getting made every day like palettes, 

bed frames and crates. I’m proud of 

the work that comes out of Gepps.” 

Nathan says he enjoys the hands-on 

nature of timber work.

“I quite like working in manufacturing, 

it’s better than sitting down all day. 

That’s why I enjoy it, because you’re 

up and active at work.”

“I’m happy here.”

“If I’m not in Adelaide I’m down  

on the south coast, following the 

Cockle Train. I also catch up with 

my rail mates down at Keswick 

outside of work.”

“I’ve been interested in steam trains 

since I was a little kid at school.” 

A good work-life balance is just one 

of the reasons Robert loves working 

at Bedford. 

“I’ve been at Bedford for 12 years and it’s 

awesome working at the Gepps Cross 

site,” he says. 

“I’ve learnt all sorts while working 

here. I can operate both of the 

numerical computers, spindles, 

different kinds of sanders, moulders 

and I even gained my forklift licence.”

“I drive to work and it only takes me 

about 15-20 minutes so the location 

is really convenient for me.”

“We have awesome supervisors here, 

great friends and the hours and 

conditions are good.”

Robert’s colleague, Nathan, agrees. 

“I’m at Bedford three days a  

week. Working part-time works  

quite well for me,” he says.

“I’ve really enjoyed making friends here.”

Nathan is proud of the skills he’s 

learnt since starting at Bedford six 

years ago, as well as the work the 

Gepps Cross team produce. 

“I’ve learnt how to use the spindle and 

I’ve been trained on the Giben saw,” 

he says. “I think I’ve learnt quite a lot 

since starting at Bedford.”

O
n week days you’ll find 

Robert operating a range 

of machinery at our 

Gepps Cross site. On weekends, 

you’ll find him chasing steam trains 

across the state. 

The National Rail Museum member is 

at Bedford five days a week but says 

he still finds plenty of time to enjoy 

his favourite hobby outside of work. 

“I love chasing steam trains around 

the state, seeing them leave from 

and pass by stations, like the Ghan 

going up to Darwin, the Indian 

Pacific train and trains coming in 

from Victoria,” Robert says. 

Gepps duo ALL SMILES
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Kick-starting careers
OUT NORTH

O
f the more than 90 graduates, over 40 

have come through our Elizabeth site, 

where interns can try their hand in a range 

of jobs across packaging, wine labelling, laundry 

and hospitality.

Variety is the spice of life for Juanita
Juanita joined the Orange Brick Road in December 

last year and now works at Elizabeth three days  

a week. Starting in the laundry area, then moving  

to general packaging and wine labelling, Juanita 

enjoyed testing out different types of work.

“I liked that I could try so many different jobs because 

I didn’t really know what I wanted to do when I 

started the internship,” she says. “I liked that I started 

with a group of people, so I wasn’t the only new one.” 

The 26-year-old moved to Adelaide’s northern 

suburbs from Mount Barker, where she worked in 

her grandma’s deli. So when jobs opened up in the 

new cafe at Elizabeth, Juanita jumped at the chance. 

Bedford’s Orange Brick Road program continues to pave the 
way for people with disability to kick-start their dream careers. 

Since launching mid-2016, the paid internship program has 
seen over 90 graduates enter meaningful work across our 

packaging, cleaning, hospitality and furniture divisions. 
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“I was interested in working there because of my 

experience in the deli, so I was familiar with the 

environment. I didn’t have to learn too many new  

things and it felt comfortable,” she says. 

“I help prepare the food, clean, serve and eventually  

I’ll learn how to use the till and other appliances like  

the oven and fryer.”

“It’s good working at Elizabeth because it’s close  

to me and the friends I’ve made here live near me, 

 so it’s easy to catch up outside of work and you  

see them out and about.”

Juanita also helps out in other departments when extra 

hands are needed, and says the internship sparked her 

interest in jobs she wouldn’t have previously tried. 

“I like that variety,” she says. “Because if I was to  

do the same thing every day I’d get bored. I like  

to keep busy.”

“Through the internship you work out what you’re really 

good at. I never thought I’d like labelling but through the 

internship I realised I actually liked it. I wouldn’t have 

known that if I wasn’t given the chance to have a go at it.”

For Juanita, working at Bedford is more than just a job. 

“I like working at Bedford because I feel comfortable  

here. I have autism and at Bedford I don’t have to worry 

because if I need to take a moment to shake my hands or 

something like that, no one looks at you funny or judges 

you,” she says. 

“I’ve definitely gained more confidence.”

A change of pace for Issy
Issy completed the internship in July and now  

works in packaging. 

“I get out of the house and into a nice environment with 

other people around me. I don’t have to work alone.”

Issy says her previous job gave her that extra bit of 

confidence when starting at Bedford. 

“I used to live in Queensland where I worked in food 

packaging, so it was good to have that little bit  

of experience I could bring to Bedford,” she says. 

“I’m a pretty fast worker but at Bedford I’ve learnt how  

to slow down a little and get it right. I think that skill will 

come in handy for me down the track.”

Issy, who lives in Gawler, says she’s found a good  

work-life balance.

“I work at Elizabeth three days a week, which  

works well for me because I also study literacy  

and numeracy at TAFE once a week in the city.  

It’s nice not to travel too far for work.”

“When I come to work my head is in a good place,  

it’s a really nice atmosphere here.”

“When I started here, people said ‘You’re part of the  

family now’. And turns out they were right, I am.” 

Want to kick-start your career? Give us a call on  

8275 0211 and speak with our friendly team today. 
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Landscaping  
WITH A TWIST
N 

o two days are the same for Adelaide Property 

Gardens North supervisor, Hamish who  

joined Bedford three and a half years ago.

With over 15 years’ experience in landscaping and 

property maintenance, the New Zealand native 

brings a wealth of knowledge to his team based in 

Edinburgh, roughly 30 kilometres north of Adelaide. 

From supervising day-to-day tasks to managing  

quotes and jumping on the tools himself, Hamish 

oversees a wide variety of jobs. 

“Most of our projects are commercial, including a lot 

of streetscapes, small reserves, irrigation, planting 

street trees and compacted verges,” he says.

“Our employees have learnt a whole range of skills 

here – from the basics such as raking, basic manual 

handling, shovelling, loading things onto trailers  

and wheelbarrows, up to operating the excavators 

and other machinery.”

Hamish says everyone in his team has grown 

personally as well as professionally since starting  

at APG.

“One of our employees could only drive an auto when 

he started with us but we taught him how to drive  

a manual and helped him get his truck and excavator 

licence,” he says. 

“A handful of our employees would barely say a word 

when they started. But now they come in early to work 

and are constantly improving on a personal level.  

This work gets people outside and gets them moving.” 

Hamish says he’s proud to work with such a 

committed group every day. 

“It’s such a fantastic team. You notice when someone 

isn’t here – as a team we put out a high volume of 

work and have a great work ethic. We have a laugh 

and a good time, but at the same time we do a solid 

eight hours each day and get the job done,” he says. 

For Hamish, seeing the end result is one of  

the most rewarding parts of the job.

“I love watching the employees taking photos of the 

projects they’ve worked on. They’re always pulling out 

their cameras and showing me the before and after 

photos. They are really proud of what they do,” he says. 

“In 50 years, the trees they planted will still be there. 

Their work has constant payoff.” 

For Hamish, the ability to secure and maintain large 

commercial contracts reflects the high-quality work 

his team produces. 

“I feel our presence in the north makes an enormous 

difference in the community,” he says.

“We are competing against big landscaping companies, 

yet we’re keeping our customers happy. Blakes 

Crossing is one of the most successful developments 

in Australia at the moment and we are proud to be 

their landscapers.” 

Working at APG allows Hamish to change lives while 

doing what he loves. 

“When people ask me what I do I say it’s ‘landscaping 

with a twist.’” 

“It makes you feel really good. I can be a landscaper 

and at the same time I’m making a difference, not just 

visually to the land, but with the amazing team as well.”
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A
s a leader of disability support in South 

Australia, Bedford is pleased to offer the 

insight and expertise of our experienced 

trainers through our Certificate III in Individual 

Support (Disability) course. 

Over 65 people have completed the nationally-

recognised and full-subsidised course since November 

2016, including Sioux and Sarah, who shared their 

success stories.

Finding a more rewarding career path 
“Upon starting this course I wasn’t in a very good 

place. I had been unemployed for approximately  

11 months, was struggling financially and combined 

with the stress of just trying to survive, my general 

well-being suffered greatly. 

Coming from the construction industry as a gyprocker 

for the previous eight years, I was uncertain that I 

could make such a dramatic change to my profession.  

As I progressed through the course I began to smile 

again. I realised that I was very capable of achieving 

something positive and would have the learned skills 

to implement all my knowledge. The time came for 

our work placement; this is when I knew I had made 

the right decision. 

My placement at Bedford gave me an insight to my 

possible new career path. I learnt so much about 

various disabilities and met some truly beautiful people. 

My experience was rewarding as I have grown as a 

person and feel my work is so much more meaningful.  

I have been lucky enough to gain casual employment 

from my other job placement at Total Support Services. 

I attribute the trainer Patricia Murphy to my  

continued enjoyment in this role. Patricia was  

so relatable and was happy to sit and walk you 

through anything you were unsure of. Thanks  

Tricia, you made a difference.” – Sioux (pictured).

Training for success
Sarah says the Certificate III course opened her  

eyes to new career possibilities. “Before starting  

my Certificate III in Individual Support I was a  

mum with no direction. I knew I didn’t want to  

do office administration for the rest of my life.

I wanted a job where I could make a difference  

to someone’s day, week or life and contribute  

to someone’s personal goals and achievements.  

Doing my work placement at Bedford opened  

my eyes to a new world and community. The 

employees were warm and welcoming and I  

bonded with them very well. The friendships they  

all have amongst themselves is very empowering. 

I loved going back to study, I had not studied  

since high school. Patricia is a wonderful trainer,  

who made me feel confident to succeed. Patricia 

shared a lot of her stories and experiences with  

us which made me want to work in the disability 

sector all the more. I found the course very 

interesting. I want to say thank you to everyone 

involved in Bedford Training for this fantastic,  

life-changing opportunity.” – Sarah.

Looking for a career change? Want to gain 

experience in the disability support sector?  

Contact 8275 0346 for more information 

about upcoming course dates.

Inspiring others to 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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Keep in TOUCH!
Bedford blog and social media

Bedford is not only a life-changing organisation, but also a successful  

business that employs over 1400 people with disability.

This keeps us very busy and we want to make sure you  

know everything that is happening around our sites! 

A great way to stay in touch with us is through our  

social media platforms and our blog.

Our posts include NDIS updates, latest news  

from our sites, fun content from our employees like  

recipes, details on events and Bedford People stories.  

You can access these platforms from any device at any time.

Be sure to stop by regularly as we post multiple times every week!

Choose RACV  
Salary Solutions
We’re a leading salary packaging provider, 
motivated by our philosophy of providing  
great value services to members, which  
means we put members first. We’re committed  
to full transparency across all aspects of our 
service, which means no hidden costs and  
clear explanation of our fees and charges.
So whether you’re ready to sign up now, need 
more information or have a few questions you 
need to ask, call us now and you’ll soon be 
enjoying more, for you.

To find out more visit racvsalarysolutions.com.au 
or call us on 1800 680 180.



www.holidaysofaustralia.com.au
holidays@holidaysofaustralia.com.au
18 Grote Street, Adelaide SA 5000

1300 854 897
or contact your Local Licensed Travel Agent

proud supporters of the Bedford Group | group & club enquiries welcome

SPECIALISTS IN
DOMESTIC &
INTERNATIONAL
CRUISE, RAIL &
TAILOR MADE
HOLIDAYS

James’ STUFFED CAPSICUM
This delicious and healthy 
recipe is perfect for winter!

Makes: 10 stuffed capsicums

Ingredients:

• 10 Capsicums  
(Red, Green or Yellow)

• 1kg minced beef

• 1 diced onion

• 2 garlic clove

• 2 tbs soy sauce 

• 1 cup long grain rice

• 400g tin peeled tomatoes

• ½ cup crumbled fetta

• 1 tbs salt

• 3 pinches pepper

• 1 tbs dried Italian herbs

• ¼ cup extra virgin olive oil  
(plus extra to drizzle)

Method:
1.  Cook rice. Place rice into a sauce 

pan. Cover with 4 cups of water 
and cook for 10 – 12 minutes or 
until cooked. Cool under 
running water and drain.

2.  Meanwhile cut off tops of 
capsicums, about 1cm thick and 
reserve top to use as a lid. Scoop 
out seeds and membranes. Arrange 
capsicums in baking tray standing 
them upright. To help capsicums 
stand upright, very lightly scrunch 
aluminium foil, place on tray, 
then place capsicums on top.

3.  Preheat oven 190°C.

4.  Heat oil in a large pot over 
medium heat. Add onion and 
garlic and cook for 5 minutes 
until softened. Add minced beef 
and cook until browned. Add soy 
sauce, peeled tomatoes and 
Italian herbs. Season with salt 
and pepper. Cook for 15 minutes.

5.  Add beef mixture to drained rice. 
Stir until combined, taste and 
adjust seasoning if necessary. 
Spoon beef-rice mixture into 
capsicums. Sprinkle fetta on top. 
Place the tops of the capsicums 
back on. Fix with a skewer if 
required.

6.  Drizzle olive oil over stuffed 
capsicums. Bake in the 
preheated oven for 30 minutes, 
until capsicums are cooked and 
filling is heated through.

7.  Serve with a salad of cherry 
tomatoes, rocket and red onion.

Lasts 5 days in the fridge.



Your NDIS partner...
we're here to help!

Bedford NDIS Partners are 
familiar with all things NDIS.  
We can help you through the 
process – from pre-planning 
and beyond. If you need 
assistance, or would like  
us to attend NDIS meetings,  
talk to one of us today. 

bedfordgroup.com.au

Bedford 
615 Goodwood Road 
Panorama SA 5041 Australia 
PO Box 23, Melrose Park SA 5039
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